This conference emphasizes (in part) rare decays and symmetries. My talk examines possible ways to get at physics beyond the standard model from the perspective of rare decays, CP violation, and the collider frontier.
INTRODUCTION
As we are all aware, the Standard Model is continuing to describe very well --too well --all particle physics experiments. We need new clues to tell us how to clarify the foundations of the Standard Model, how to understand the parameters and structure of the Standard Model, and how to extend it.
To complete the formulation and experimental of the Standard Model several tasks remain:
• Most important, the scalar sector t11 must be dealt with. That means finding the spectrum of scalar bosons (none, one, or more), and understanding what it implies --a task that will mainly be accomplished at LEP and at the SSC.
• The mass of the t quark needs to be determined. Since the b quark has had its value of T3 measured t2] to be -½, there is a t quark (with T3 = +½). The mass is particularly important in a practical sense because several major experimental tests depend on the value of mr.
• Confirm the existence of yr. Since the r is measured to have T3 = -½, there is a ur, and since the lifetime and decays of r would not make sense unless mv, << mr, the v~ is light or massless.
• The elements of the CKM mixing matrix, particularly Vub and the phase ~cP, need to be better determined.
Some of these may also be probes to physics "Beyond the Standard Model" (BTSM).
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In general, a number of possible areas where clues could come are
/-/ Does t have non-Standard Model decays such as t --+ H+b?
t ---* Rare and forbidden K decays.
• Solar u.
• Intermediate range forces.
• B 0 -/~0 mixing.
~-/Neutron electric dipole moment, dn.
(~ CP violating decays.
~ The search for supersymmetric partners in the new windows opened by increased energy and luminosity available at CERN and FNAL now and in the next few years.
Many other topics could be mentioned, but given the subjects of this conference and the types of data expected in the next few years, I will concentrate on those in the above hst marked with Q.
THE t QUARK
The theorem that describes the situation for the t quark is that either mt E 200 GeV, and Bn(t = BR( 1/9, or new physics must exist on the weak scale. The upper limit arises TM because SU (2) breaking effects exceed limits from measurements of sin 2 ~w if m, gets too large. The decays are important because these Standard Model branching ratios could be suppressed if any new decays occurred, and experimental signatures are very sensitive to the presence of these branching ratios.
Presently the Tristan limits on rnt are model-independent, mt ~ 26 GeV. As v/~ rises at Tristan they will search for mt up to about 30 GeV. The UA1 limit, mt ~ 41 GeV, holds if the semileptonic branching ratios discussed above are valid. If 26 GeV ~ mt ~ 41
GeV, then some other decay (such as t ~ H+b or t --+ t'~) is dominating, and searches should take that into account. (c). The process B + --* D++ pions (or + an even number of kaons) is proportional to V,~b. Perhaps, with luck, its branching ratio would be large.
RARE AND FORBIDDEN DECAYS
Since a great deal has been written about most of these, and there are several talks on the experimental aspects and motivation at this meeting, I will just highlight a few modes, and briefly comment.
These decays are forbidden in the Standard Model, where a conserved lepton number can be defined for each family. If they were found to occur it would have an extraordinary impact on the future of particle physics, as large an impact as would the discovery of proton decay. No general argument has ever been given as to why these decays should not occur. The experiments underway at Brookhaven are described in separate talks at this meeting.
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The expected Standard Model branching ratio for this decay is about 10 -11, making it very difficult to detect in the near future. The Yale-BNL pIoposal (discussed by H Kasha elsewhere in these proceedings) is thus really probing a large region down to a branching ratio of order 10 -l° (or eventually maybe 10 -11) m search of a non-Standard
Model mechanism.
If they indeed do not detect this mode, future experiments at the Standard Model predicted level will aim to study it. It is particularly interesting because the CP-violating and CP-conserving contributions are of the same order. Considerable useful work has been done recently {sl to understand the details of this situation, and it should be well understood in a year or so
This decay, which will appear as K + --+ re++ nothing with an appropriate spectrum for the re+, is also predicted to occur at a certain small level in the Standard Model. Once the elements of the CKM matrix and mt are known, a precise prediction will be available (or, if this decay is measured first, it will strongly constrain the allowed values for mr, etc., 
BR (K +
A branching ratio larger than this can only occur if there is new physics beyond the Standard Model.
• K + ) ~r+7
It is interesting to consider K + --+ 7r + +-y as a rare decay. It is not listed in the particle data tables! By usual criteria it will not occur, since it violates angular momentum conservation (it is a "zero-to-zero transition"), and requires a photon to couple to a non-conserved current, which implies charge conservation is violated (theorists say gauge invariance is violated). Nevertheless, we do not test basic symmetry principles quantitatively enough or often enough, and this is a good opportunity for a significant test.
One can write down a mechanism by which this decay could occur. The basic transition Since one phase, ~CP, is allowed to occur in the elements of V, the couplings for some processes will be complex, so they will not give matrix elements that are invariant under CP, since a complex conjugation is involved.
However, unitary transformations of V do not change anything, so the elements of V that contain the phase can be specified. In particular, if any process is considered for which only one or two families enter, that process will not show CP violation in the Standard
Model because the phase can be rotated into the third family.
The Standard Model description of CP violation is very successful. It automatically predicts about tho right size for the CP violation effect since products of off-diagonal elements of V are required, and it is consistent with e and e' (see H. Wahl's talk at this conference for a description of the data). Nevertheless, as described above, it would almost be surprising if some other CP violating effects did not enter.
How can we learn to distinguish the various CP violating mechanisms? tl~l Considerable progress will come from having accurate measurements of e ~, combined with determinations of mt and Vub. The Standard Model may not give a good description, which would imply another mechanism was operating. Or the Standard Model might continue to explain the data, which would argue against other sizable mechanisms.
If dn is observed at the 10 -25 --10 -26 level t~21 it will require another mechanism. The Standard Model electroweak prediction for dn is of order 10 -32. This occurs because of the need to get all three famihes involved so the phase cannot be rotated away. Since only u, d occur in the neutron in any quantity, the other families enter in loops, and at least two loops are required. Powers of couplings and mixing angles then guarantee the above numbers.
Other electroweak mechanisms can produce dn at the 10 -26 level, but so can QCD CP violation. Thus a measurement of d, alone will not give us further immediate insight into sources of electroweak CP violation.
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Another observable is the electron electric dipole moment, de. That receives no contribution from QCD CP violation, of course, and the Standard Model electroweak contribution is again very small, so an observable result at the 10 -27 level or above would require another source of CP violation. Experiments are now underway t131 in Berkeley and Seattle that hope to achieve the 10 -27 level, perhaps within two years.
Considerable discussion t141 has been given to using b quark mesons to study CP violation. Unfortunately, almost all methods to do so seem to require of order l0 s B's to have a chance to reach the level of CP violation predicted by the Standard Model, and it is likely to be many years before facilities exist that achieve that quantity.
Fortunately, some "new" processes exist in the lmon system that will allow progress, tl~j
The essential point is that any kaon semileptonic decay occurs at the tree level, with In general, by utilizing a number of processes as described above, it should be possible to systematically untangle the mechanism(s) of CP violation.
SUPERSYMMETRY
Supersymmetry is a natural and well-motivated extension of gauge theories. As in the Standard Model, the masses of the particles are not determined by the theory, but must be measured (at our present level of understanding). Nature may or may not be supersymmetric of course. If it is, we might expect the particle masses to be of order Mw if supersymmetry were relevant to understanding the weak scale. Since all but the most recent limits are well below Mw, we would have been very lucky if any superpartners had been detected so far.
New windows will be opened in the near future, at SLC, LEP, and at the Tevatron colhder. As searches for superpartners go to larger masses, some effects enter that change the character of the search. 073 For gluinos, previously the dominant model considered was
~ ----~ q--~
where ~ was assumed to be the lightest superpartner (LSP); the LSP will interact weakly and will escape collider detectors. For heavier states, the last stage can in fact give any gaugino, e.g.
, q~, qZ, qW. 
18%
, q~ + LSP 34%.
The old signature occurs only 34% of the time, or 12% for a pair of gluinos. For a 750
GeV gluino, about 35% of the decays have a W ± or Z °. These effects have to be taken into account in searching and in setting limits.
A clever analysis was done tm by Barnett, Gunion, and Haber. Gluinos are Majorana particles. They must be, since each gluino is the partner of a gluon; the gluon has only two transverse polarization states, so the gluino can only have two spin states, rather than four as a Dirac particle would have. Then a ~ is equivalent to its antiparticle, so it can decay as either particle or antiparticle. That is, the two modes Model never gives prompt like sign dileptons. This approach will be a good way to look for supersymmetry, and/or to confirm a different signature.
